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Re-entrant appearance of phases in a relaxed Langmuir monolayer 
of tetracosanoic acid as determined by x-ray scattering 

D. K. Schwartz,a) M. L. Schlossman,b) and P. S. Pershan 
Department of Physics and Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02138 

(Received 22 July 1991; accepted 22 October 1991) 

The structure of the fully relaxed phases of a Langmuir monolayer of tetracosanoic acid is 
determined by x-ray diffraction and reflection along an isotherm at ~ 20.5 .c. Isotherms taken 
by allowing the surface pressure to stabilize between incremental compressions are seen to be 
qualitatively different from the constant-rate nonrelaxed isotherms typically seen in the 
literature. At low densities the monolayer consists of an inhomogeneous film of islands of a 
crystalline (or hexatic) phase with molecular tilt ordering that is analogous to that of the 
smectic 1 liquid crystal. Small amounts of impurities (~0.5% of the monolayer) account for 
the change in surface pressure with area in this region. Upon compression to the point that the 
free space between islands becomes negligible the film appears homogeneous. On further 
compression the time required for full relaxation becomes long (i.e., ~ hours), the tilt angle of 
the molecular axis decreases and the x-ray unit cell is compressed. Including this homogeneous 
1 phase the phase sequence observed by diffraction upon compression is I-U-I-U, where U 
refers to an untilted orthorhombic phase. The outer two phases of this sequence are pure 
phases which form homogeneous monolayers, but the inner two are inhomogeneous phases 
each coexisting with an amorphous phase that does not have an observable diffraction signal. 
At the boundaries demarcating the 1 and U phases, a phase whose tilt ordering is analogous to 
that of a smectic F phase is seen to coexist. The preceding phase sequence is sensitive to the 
degree of relaxation permitted the monolayer after an incremental compression. In particular, 
if the monolayer is not allowed to relax completely after each compression, the until ted U 
phase may never appear. The U~I transition is shown to be reversible for a relaxed 
monolayer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the long history of thermodynamic studies 
of Langmuir monolayers (LM) of long chain carboxylic 
acids the issue of relaxation and equilibration has been occa
sionally though infrequently addressed. It is widely recog
nized that upon compression the monolayer requires time 
(seconds to hours) for the surface pressure to relax to a 
steady-state value,I-3 nevertheless, most published iso
therms are measured at a constant rate of compression 
which often does not allow sufficient time for relaxation. The 
physical significance of the phase diagrams which are ex
tracted from isotherms in which the monolayer is not fully 
relaxed is ambiguous, particularly if the observed phases de
pend on the rate of compression. The recent application of 
surface-sensitive x-ray scattering techniques to the investi
gation of the structures of monolayer phases allows for di
rect observation of the intermolecular structure of phases 
identified from pressure-area ( 1T-A) isotherms. One study by 
Lin et al. indicated that, for a certain temperature range, 
after a "one-stroke" (continuous) compression from ap
proximately 0 dyn/cm to the desired pressure (15,20, or 25 
dyn/cm) a pseudohexagonal phase will relax to a hexagonal 
phase.4 Unfortunately, except for that study and a previous 
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short report of the present study5 the issue of equilibration 
has not been addressed in any other x-ray scattering study. 
X-ray scattering data has typically been taken while the LM 
was either still in the process of relaxing,6 or while contin
ually adjusting the area of the LM in order to keep the sur
face pressure relatively constant.7,s In addition, diffraction 
data has often been reported9

,l0,7 at pressures exceeding 
those for which the LM is stable in the limit of either slow 
compression rates/,ll or-as we will show below-when al
lowed to relax completely. 

We will demonstrate in this manuscript that when the 
LM oftetracosanoic acid (CH3 (CH3 )22COOH, referred to 
in this manuscript as C24), at pH 2 and ~ 20.5 ·C, is allowed 
to relax completely following each incremental compres
sion, both the isotherm and the x-ray scattering results are 
different from those that are obtained when the film is not 
allowed to equilibrate. For some portions of the 1T-A iso
therm, following an incremental compression the time con
stant of the observed exponential decay of 1T to its equilibri
um value is of the order of 1 or 2 h. Full relaxation may 
require 5 or 6 h during which dramatic structural changes 
may occur for very small changes (~0.01 toO.1 dyn/cm) in 
surface pressure. Since C24 isotherms measured at a con
stant rate of compression can have a qualitatively different 
shape than similar ones taken under equilibrium conditions 
at the same temperature, it is essential to understand the 
nature of the relaxation process that we report and to then 
ask what it is that phase diagrams reported on the basis of 
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these two different types of isotherms tell us about the basic, 
equilibrium nature of the LM. 

II. TROUGH DETAILS 

All experiments were performed with a custom Lang
muir trough that was mounted inside of a sealed aluminum 
box (22 in.X7 in.X7 ~ in.).12 The box was designed such 
that it was possible to add or extract water, aspirate the sur
face, change monolayer density, and measure the surface 
pressure and temperature without opening the box and dis
turbing the clean experimental environment of prepurified 
nitrogen. The box was temperature controlled to within 
0.1 'C and included both x-ray windows-appropriate for 
either specular reflectivity or surface diffraction measure
ments-and an optical window to allow visual inspection of 
the liquid surface. Monolayer surface density was con
trolled, and temperature and surface tension were measured 
remotely by computer. 

The trough was milled from a solid piece of teflon that 
was rigidly attached to a piece of OFHC copper. A solid 
teflon barrier placed across the top edge of the trough to 
confine the Langmuir film to a specified area could be moved 
under computer control to vary the density of the film. The 
total area of the monolayer was typically varied from a maxi
mum of - 200 to - 50 cm 2 and the water was approximately 
7.0 mm deep. In order to minimize effects of low frequency 
mechanically induced surface vibrations the depth of the wa
ter in the part of the trough that was probed by x rays was 
kept to -0.2-0.3 mm by placing an -6.7 mm thick quartz 
flat (-100 mmX 12.5 mm) beneath the illuminated area. 

The surface tension, Ysurface' and hence surface pressure, 
1r = Ywater - Ysurface' was measured using a Wilhelmy plate 
balance consisting of a leaf spring, a displacement trans
ducer (LVDT), and a plate made of filter paper with a pore 
size of 0.22 pm. 13 Water wet the filter paper with a contact 
angle ofO· so that the force exerted on the paper when insert
ed vertically into the water was simply the surface tension 
times twice the length of the plate. This force deflected the 
leaf spring and the deflection was measured by the LVDT. 
The balance was calibrated using known weights to deter
mine the overall proportionality constant and to insure that 
all measurements were in a linear regime of the spring and 
transducer. The surface tension was measured in situ with a 
resolution of 0.01 dyn/cm and an accuracy of ± 0.5 
dyn/cm. The large error in the accuracy is due to variations 
in water level from monolayer to monolayer; however, due 
to the high humidity in the sealed aluminum box the water 
level for an individual monolayer did not change so long as 
the box was not opened. Variations in the water level on the 
order of pm were easily detectable by the x rays. The density 
of a deposited monolayer was varied by moving the barrier 
along the trough under computer control. The homemade 
translation stage was designed to run without lubrication 
and with negligible backlash (0.001 in.). The stage was driv
en by a dc motor with an optical rotary encoder to measure 
position. 

The water for the experiments was obtained from a Mil
lipore13 Milli-Q UV + system fed by a Milli-RO system. 
The pH of the water was adjusted to 2.0 ± 0.1 by adding 

pure HCI (Ref. 14) and placed in an air-filtered 4 I pyrex 
bottle. The pH of the subphase produced this way was ob
served to change by less than 0.05 when sitting in either the 
bottle or the trough for periods ofthe order of 1 week. Typi
cally the water for the subphase was withdrawn from the 
bottom of the bottle after a few hours. We believe that this 
allowed sufficient time for some of the remaining surfactant 
contaminants to rise to the water surface, and in this way the 
bottle storage probably provided some additional purifica
tion. A closed system of teflon TFE plumbing was used to 
transfer the water from the bottle to the trough. A Pasteur 
pipette attached to a clean mechanical pump was used both 
to remove liquid from the trough and to aspirate the surface 
to clean it of residual contaminants. The pipette was at
tached to a teflon bellows which allowed it to be moved 
around inside the box while still keeping the box airtight. 
Tetracosanoic acid obtained from either Fluka 15 or Sigma16 

was used without further purification and gave similar re
sults. Baker Resi-Analyzed chloroform17 was used as a sol
vent. In place of pure chloroform as a solvent, chloroform/ 
benzene mixtures were also tried and found to give identical 
results. 

The temperature of the system was controlled by two 
Neslab closed cycle systems to about 0.1 ·C. One controller 
sent temperature controlled liquid (90% water/l0% ethyl
ene glycol) through a gold plated copper plate directly be
neath the trough. The other controller sent liquid through an 
upper cooling plate suspended about 1 in. above the water 
surface and through copper tubing in thermal contact with 
the outside surfaces of the walls and roof of the aluminum 
box. The box was covered with closed-cell foam insulation. 
Temperature was measured with thermistors on the plate 
below the trough, on a second gold plated copper plate that 
was thermally floating halfway between the water surface 
and the upper cooling plate, on the upper cooling plate, and 
on the roof of the box. In order to minimize convection and 
keep the x-ray windows free of condensation the controllers 
were set so that the plate below the trough was 2-3 'C colder 
than the upper cooling plate. The box was mounted on a 
delrin spacer (for temperature isolation) and then on a kine
matic mount tilt stage. 

The use of consistent cleaning procedures was found to 
be very important in achieving a clean environment for the 
trough studies. Before use the apparatus was disassembled, 
cleaned, and reassembled in a clean hood. The trough was 
repeatedly flushed with water by filling it and then removing 
the water with the built-in aspirator pipette. Typically this 
was done 20-50 times over a period of2 or 3 days before the 
system was clean enough to take isotherms. To prepare a 
clean water surface we filled the trough quite high and al
lowed the surface pressure to equilibrate. We then moved the 
barrier to the end of the trough near the aspirator, concen
trating any residual insoluble impurities and vacuumed the 
surface with the pipette to remove these impurities. At this 
stage, the enclosure was refilled with nitrogen and allowed to 
equilibrate again. In order to test the cleanliness of the sur
face, the barrier was moved across the trough, thus reducing 
the surface area available to impurities by a factor of 3 or 4. 
If the surface tension changed by less than 0.05 dyn/cm, and 
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remained stable for a minimum period of a! h, we considered 
the surface to be clean enough to use. Usually the changes 
observed on compression were about 0.02 dyn/cm as shown 
in Fig. 5(b). Similar tests were also performed following 
deposition of the pure solvent on the water surface. Follow
ing deposition it took approximately 15 min for the pressure 
to stabilize. This is probably due to some combination of 
evaporation of the solvent and the time necessary for the 
initial humidity in the box to be restored; however, once the 
surface tension had stabilized the surface tension changes 
following compression were indistinguishable from those 
observed for the bare water surface. 

In order to deposit a film without introducing conta
minants we used a graduated glass microliter syringe with a 
teflon tipped plunger18 and a 12 in. needle. While flowing 
clean nitrogen gas into the enclosure a small (3/4 in. diam) 
port was opened on the enclosure wall and the needle insert
ed. The solution was added to the water surface drop by drop 
by carefully touching the drop hanging from the end of the 
needle to the water surface without submerging the needle 
tip. The port was then closed and the overpressure of clean 
nitrogen in the enclosure was stabilized at - 1 psi. The relax
ation of surface pressure was continuously monitored for 
periods of the order of 15 min until it became stable. Errors 
introduced by the reading of the graduated syringe and dif
ferences in water level (which cause variations in the area of 
the exposed liquid) resulted in approximately 2%-4% er
rors in area/molecule from one film to another. 

III. SPECTROMETER DETAILS 

The x-ray measurements were made at beam line X22B 
of the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory. The data reported here are the result 
of more than 2.5 months of beamtime over the period of a 
year and represent detailed studies of approximately 30 
mono layers. The liquid surface spectrometer has been de
scribed in detail elsewhere,19.20 but the general design is as 
follows (see Fig. 1): the x rays are focused by a doubly 
curved mirror which is about 14 m from the x-ray source and 
about 6 m upstream of the hutch. The x rays are monochro
mated by a single bounce Ge( 111) crystal which is located 
just outside of the entrance of the hutch. A slit S 1, after the 
first monochromator, is closed down just enough to slightly 
trim the beam. A second Ge( 111) crystal, 2 m after the first, 
reflects the beam down to the desired angle a with respect to 
the surface. A slit S 2 before the sample position fixes the size 
ofthe beam hitting the sample. Typical S 2 slit settings were a 
vertical size of h2 = 0.1 mm and a horizontal size W 2 = 2 
mm. The focused beam at the sample has an angular diver
gence determined by the x-ray source, the optics, and the 
slits and is given by .::la;::::: 6 X 10 - 5 rad in the vertical and 
A<P;:::::2 X 10 - 3 rad in the horizontal. The distances from 
crystal to sample and from sample to detector were both 
about 600 mm. The x-ray intensity incident upon the sample 
was monitored by a scintillation detector, placed after S 2 
and immediately before the sample, which recorded x rays 
scattered perpendicular to the main beam. Another slit S 3 is 
placed after the sample, primarily to reduce background 
scattering. For diffraction measurements Soller slits, with 

a) 

~~ ~~-o---~ 

~ .~ .... ~ 14m· ~.--- . O.6m 
-8m -2m O.8m 

b) monochromator 

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of beam line X22B at the National 
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). (b) Schematic illustration of the liquid 
surface spectrometer that was used for the present experiments. 

the leaves oriented vertically, were placed just before the 
detector. The horizontal angular spread accepted by the 
Soller slits was .::l'l';::::: 3 X 10 - 3 rad. A Braun quartz wire po
sition-sensitive detector placed behind the Soller slits, with 
the wire mounted vertically, enabled measurements to be 
simultaneously recorded over a range of angles (J, with re
spect to the surface. For each detected x ray a count was 
added to one of the 1024 channels into which the 50 mm 
length of the wire was electronically partitioned. This result
edinamaximum resolution of .::l{J;:::::8X 10- 5 rad. Thephys
ics for the present measurements made this fine resolution 
unnecessary and the channels were combined into 4 bins, of 
256 channels each, giving a resolution of approximately 0.02 
rad or .::lQz ~0.06 A -1. The detector arm could be rotated 
about a vertical axis through the sample position (varying 
'1') and moved vertically (varying (J) to access a wide range 
of scattered wave vectors. 

The wave vector transferred, Q = k out - kin' is related 
to the spectrometer angles by the following equations: 

Qx = (21T/A.) cos(Jsin '1', 

Qy = (21T/A.) [cos(Jcos 'I' - cos a], 

Qz = (21T/A.) [sina+sin(J]; 

however, for a two dimensional powder the only physically 
significant quantities are Qz and the amplitude of the in
plane wave vector 

Q1 = Z; [cos2 a + cos2 (J - 2 cos a cos (J cos '1'] 1/2. 

With a wavelength A. = 1.527 ± 0.006 A, and a = 0.14· 
(slightly less than the critical angle for total external reflec
tion 0.15°) the spectrometer can access approximately 
- 2<Q1 <2 A-I andO<Qz<1 A-I. 
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IV. ISOTHERMS 

Two fundamentally different types of isotherms were 
taken, under computer control, over a temperature range 
from 18-25 ·C. What we believe to be near equilibrium iso
therms (Type I) were taken by making a sequence of small 
area compressions separated by variable waiting periods. 
During the waiting periods, pressure measurements were au
tomatically recorded at equal time intervals of between 1.5 
and 2 min. The waiting periods were automatically terminat
ed, and the next compression step was taken only after five 
successive measurements were equal to one another within 
0.01 dynl cm. Complete isotherms taken in this manner took 
as long as 2 or 3 days. This placed very stringent conditions 
on the stability and the cleanliness of the entire system. In 
addition, it was absolutely essential that the material chosen 
for these experiments have negligible solubility in the sub
phase. Figure 2(a) shows all of the readings taken versus 
time for one complete isotherm at 20.0 ·C. 

Isotherms in which the surface pressure was not neces
sarily stabilized were taken in a similar manner, except that 
the waiting time between incremental compressions was set 
at some predetermined fixed value. For this type of isotherm 
(Type II) a data point was typically taken every 0.2 
A2/molecule with a waiting time of 60 s between compres
sions. Thus an entire Type II isotherm took 1 to 2 h to mea
sure. This method, as well as the method of continuous com
pression, is routinely used by many experimenters;21,22 how
ever, as can be seen in Fig. 3 the Type II isotherms obtained 
in this way differ in several respects from the Type I iso
therms. For example, the pressures in Type II isotherms are 
generally higher at the same area and temperature. This is 
demonstrated in Fig. 3 (b) for isotherms at 22.0 0c. Also, the 
Type II isotherms continue to a much higher pressure before 
collapse (often as high as 40-50 dyn/cm), while the maxi
mum attainable surface pressures for the Type I isotherms 
are in the range 11-15 dyn/cm as demonstrated in Fig. 4. 

25 7000 

(0) 

\ 
(b) 2 

6000 

20 C 
C 5000"" 

lJ ri 
~15 40001 ~ '--

coIIopoI 

I 
Q 

·1 300Qa 

'" 10 
21.4.18.5 

20001 23.0L 
:wl.,....-·· 

5 24.2 I ~ 1000 
27.51 '-'-'-I ,'-.' 0 

0 o 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
time (xl05 sec) Area/molecule (A~ 

FIG. 2. (a) Pressure readings vs time for an entire isotherm at 20.0·C. Each 
jump corresponds to an incremental compression after which the mono
layer is allowed to relax. A few values of area/molecule are given as a guide 
(with arrows pointing to the associated region of the plot). (b) The iso· 
therm (line) corresponding to the data in (a) along with the relaxation 
times T (open squares) and the final values of the relaxation fits 1T ~ (solid 
circles) as described in Eq. (2). 
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FIG. 3. (a) Type I, or fully relaxed isotherms for a range of temperatures. 
Data beyond the collapse pressure is shown for one temperature (21.0 ·C). 
(b) A direct comparison between a type I (open circles) and type II (solid 
line), or nonrelaxed isotherm at 22.0 ·C where the shapes are the same and 
1T for the type II isotherm is only slightly larger. (c) Type II, or nonequilib
rium isotherms over a range of temperatures. (d) Comparison between the 
two types of isotherms at 22.S·C where the shapes are distinctly different. 
The open circles and the line have the same meaning as in (b). 

The collapse of a Type I isotherm is illustrated for one tem
perature (21.0·C) in Fig. 3(a). Most importantly, thequali
tative shapes of the two types of isotherms are often different 
at the same temperature. For example, at 22.5 ·C and above, 
the Type II isotherms have two kinks, which would general
ly be interpreted as two phase transitions.22 In particular, 
this sequence of Type II isotherms in Fig. 3 (c) is reminiscent 
of isotherms near a triple point. However, when the surface 
pressure is allowed to stabilize, the Type I isotherms do not 
exhibit a triple point at these temperatures. The Type I iso
therms at these temperatures have only one kink. Figure 
3 (d) shows a direct comparison between these two types of 
isotherms at 22.5 0c. 

We will present grazing incidence diffraction results on 
the monolayers which, along with similar results by oth
ers,8,I0,23 indicate one type of two-dimensional crystalline or 

17 

I 16 ~I I E15 
~ I;! I I :J 14 
~ 
-; 13 f- I -

12 H I 11 f- -
20 23 26 29 

Temperature (OC) 

FIG. 4. Collapse pressures for equilibrium isotherms as a function of tem
perature. 
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FIG. 5. (a) Large area portion of isotherm with fit to excluded-area ideal 
gas law. The solid line is the best fit to Eq. (1) when only the data with 
A M >24.9 A' are included in the fit; Ao = 22.8 ± 0.14 A', 
e = 0.009 ± 0.001, 1To "" - 0.5 dyn/cm, and chi-squared = 6.6. (b) A typi
cal compression isotherm for a clean water surface. 

hexatic phase for A;>21.5 A2. For A;>23 A 2 the x-ray diffrac
tion pattern is independent of A. This fact, by itself would 
normally suggest coexistence between the crystalline or hex
atic phase and a disordered phase. However, for a pure sys
tem 1T should not change during compression of a macro
scopic area containing two thermodynamically coexisting 
phases. As can be seen in Fig. 5(a), for A;>25 A2, there is a 
slow rise in pressure with decreasing area. Ifwe assume that 
impurities fill the space between the crystallites and behave 
as a two-dimensional ideal gas, then the pressure should sat
isfy 

11'-11'O=CkBT/(A-Ao), (1) 

where c is the ratio of the number of impurities to the num
ber, N, of monolayer molecules in the film, Ao is the areal 
molecule filled by the crystalline domains, and 1To (~ - 0.5 
dyn/cm) accounts for systematic errors in the absolute val
ue of 11'. The solid line in Fig. 5(a) representing this func
tional form, describes the isotherm quite well at large areas 
with c = 0.009 ± 0.001 and Ao = 22.8 ± 0.14 A2. As data 
points at smaller areas are included in the range fit, the value 
of chi squared is constant at first (smallest values of chi 
squared - 2) but then rises precipitously to values ~ 60. The 
best values for the adjustable parameters, c and Ao, were 
taken from the fit at the smallest area before the rise in chi 
squared. Typical best fit values of c ranged between 0.005 
and 0.01 implying that impurities were on the order of 
0.5%-1 % of the number of molecules deposited in the mon
olayer. Although this is between 5 and 10 times larger than 
the number of impurities that were on the clean surface it is 
still a reasonable number, suggesting that the largest fraction 
of impurities were deposited along with the monolayer. 

When the film was in the large area region (i.e., A;>25 
A2) the surface pressure stabilized quickly, on the order of 
30 s after a compression. This is understandable if the crys
talline, or hexatic, domains were mostly separated. How-

ever, at some point around 25 A 2/molecule the decay time 
rises dramatically and we suspect that this indicates the on
set of a region in which the crystalline domains are being 
pressed together; e.g., at this point the pressure can only 
relax through annealing of defects in the long range crystal
line, or hexatic, order of the domains. In order to get a quan
titative measure of the relaxation rate the time dependence of 
the pressure, following each incremental compression, was 
fit to the form 

11' = Ae(t- 'o)/T + 11'"" (2) 

Figure 2(b) shows the typical results of such fits at 
20.0 ·C for the relaxation times l' and the limiting pressures 
11' 00 • As can be seen the values 11'00 match the measured iso
therm very well. This vindicates the relaxation procedure we 
use to measure the isotherms and, similarly, to prepare the 
monolayers for x-ray measurements. With decreasing area 
the relaxation times rise, as expected, around 25 A 2, but they 
decrease relatively abruptly following the decrease in d11'/dA 
as the monolayer enters the "plateau region." At higher 
pressures the relaxation times often appear to rise again. 
However, in this region the exponential form is no longer as 
good a description of the relaxation process. 

We believe that the long equilibration times that precede 
the kink are due to the relaxing of grain boundaries between 
domains that are brought together. Clearly, if this relaxation 
is not allowed to occur (say by fast compression), the inter
nal pressure within the crystalline domains should be differ
ent from the macroscopically measured surface pressure, 
which would not necesarily be an acceptable intrinsic ther
modynamic variable. 

The relaxation procedure outlined above was also used 
to prepare the monolayers for x-ray measurements. The ad
ditional time required for the diffraction measurements, in
cluding the repetitions required to ensure the stability of the 
peaks, resulted in surface pressure relaxation rates that were 
no larger than approximately 0.01 dyn/cm-h. Most of the 
monolayers studied with x-ray scattering were spread at 
11'<>;3 dyn/cm and then compressed in steps of 0.1 or 0.2 A2; 
however, to study lower densities a few monolayers were 
spread at lower 11'. No monolayers were used for more than 3 
days. When 11' stabilized the diffraction patterns were also 
stable, and successive steps in area A were not taken until 
both were stable. There was no evidence oflonger term drifts 
that might have been induced by x-ray damage to the sam
pie. 10,4 

V. X-RAY BACKGROUND 

A. Reflectivity 

X-ray specular reflectivity has been used successfully to 
obtain quite detailed information about the electron density 
profile near the surfaces of both simple and ordered li
quids24-26,20,27-34 as well as of crystalline and amorphous sol
ids,35-44 The geometry for reflectivity is the same as that 
shown in Fig, 1 (b); however, since specular reflection is 
only observed when a = (J and 'I' = 0, the data can be re
garded as a function of Qz = (411'/,1) sin a with 
Qx = Qy = O. This implies that the theoretical form of the 
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differential cross section for specular reflectivity from a per
fectly flat surface can be expressed as the product of a func
tion of Qz and delta functions in Qx and Qy- In view of the 
fact that diffuse scattering from the bulk liquid (and air, 
etc.) will generally be a slowly varying function of both Qx 
and Qy it is straightforward to remove the contribution that 
background scattering makes to the total signal observed 
when the reflectometer is in the specular position by simply 
subtracting the intensity detected when the spectrometer is 
tuned slightly away from the specular at a small but finite 
Qy. On the other hand, for liquid surfaces, the theoretical 
form for diffuse scattering from thermally excited capillary 
waves varies as 1/ (Q ~ + Q;) and the separation of specular 
reflectivity from surface diffuse scattering is more sub
tle.24.25.4S.46 

A convenient way to analyze reflectivity from surfaces is 
to compare it to the reflectivity expected from an ideal "step
function" interface, i.e., the Fresnel equation. Because the 
dielectric constant at x-ray frequencies is typically less than 
that in vacuum there is a critical angle below which there is 
total external reflection. Beyond that angle the reflectivity is 
given by 

RF = (Qz - ~Q; - Q~ )2. 
Qz + ~Q; - Q~ 

The critical wave vector Qc is given by 

Q2 = 161Tpe
2 

c me2 ' 

wherep is the electron density. This expression for RF is the 
exact solution for reflection ofTE polarization (appropriate 
for this geometry at the synchrotron) from the ideal "step
function" interface; however, at the small angles used in this 
experiment the polarization correction is negligible and this 
form can be used for either polarization. When Qz ~ Qc' 
R F (Qz) is small compared to unity, therefore, the reflectiv
ity, R (Qz ), from a more realistic density profile, can be cal
culated in the kinematic approximation 

where p '" refers to the electron density in the bulk material 
(water) and (P(z) > is the electron density at some height z 
averaged over appropriate length scales in the x and y direc
tions. 

Reflectivity data is typically analyzed by postulating a 
parameterized model for the electron density of a given sys
tem and fitting the model to the data using Eq. (3). In view 
of the fact that there is no way to establish the uniqueness of 
the model that fits the data, in the absence of some theoreti
cal basis for the model, the final interpretation of the results 
must rely on physical intuition regarding what constitutes a 
reasonable model. Furthermore, since the appropriate 
length scale over which (P(z) > is averaged varies from a 
thousand Angstroms up to one or more microns it is impor
tant to distinguish between values of (P(z» that reflect the 
local electron density of a homogeneous interface and the 
average values of inhomogeneous interfaces. Since it is now 
clear from many experiments on quite diverse systems that 

LM are macroscopically inhomogeneous in large parts of 
their pressure/area phase diagrams47

-
so it is important to 

recognize that it is only in those regions where the LM are 
homogeneous that the present approach to interpretation of 
x-ray specular reflectivity can be simply used to determine 
microscopic features of the LM. 

For the present system of a Langmuir monolayer of C24 
on water the model was constructed as follows. Assuming a 
uniform LM on water and progressing downwards from the 
vapor the basic features of a model for the electron density 
profile are the following: 

( 1) the width of the interfacial region between vapor 
and alkane tails, 

(2) the amplitUde of the electron density in the tail re
gion, 

(3) the additional electron density in the area of the 
head group, 

( 4) the distance between the alkane-vapor interface and 
the position of the head group, 

(5) the width of the head group. 
This requires a minimum of five free parameters. How

ever, there are other additional details of the monolayer pro
file that need to be specified. For example, this model must 
include some specific functional form for both the tail/vapor 
interface and the electron density at the head group position. 
In addition it is possible that there is some fine structure 
along z in the electron density of the tail region, etc. In prin
cipal these types of details can be obtained from a sufficiently 
well ordered surface. However, as will be seen below, these 
details can not be resolved in the present study, because our 
reflectivity data could only be measured to Qz <0.6 A-I, 
making fits fairly insensitive to structural details on length 
scales ~ ( 1T /0.6) ( :::::: 5 A). Therefore, the sensible thing to do 
is to choose a simple model that determines the features in 
which we are interested, keeping in mind that the quality of 
the fit may not be as good as with a more complicated para
meterization that would probably be neither unique nor in
sightful. 

One such model for a monolayer density is the follow
ing: 

P(Z)=~[l+erf(_Z )] 
p", 2 v20"1 

(4) 

where erf(x) is the standard error function. Each parameter 
above can be identified with one of the features mentioned 
earlier. The width of the tail/vapor interface is given by 0"1' 

while A 1 specifies the electron density in the tail group re
gion (normalized to the density of water). The parameter L 
specifies the distance from the tail/vapor interface to the 
head group. The integrated electron density in the head 
group is given by A 2 , and the width of the head group region 
is given by 0"2' The parameter 0"3 is coupled to 0"2 and adds 
little physical insight. Since the data is not very sensitive to 
the precise value of 0"3 as long as it is reasonably close to that 
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of (72' we simply fix (73 at a value of 3 A and do not allow it to 
vary in the fitting procedure. 

B. Diffraction 

The use of grazing incidence diffraction (GID) to study 
surface structure has been widely applied to solid sur
faces.51-58.39 The GID technique b~came feasible as a result 
of the development of synchrotron x-ray sources, i.e., be
cause such sources have very high intensity per solid angle 
and per band width, diffraction signals from single mono
layers can have count rates of the order of 10-100 counts/so 
Since stray scattering from other sources can be reduced to 
comparable levels these rates are adequate for detailed dif
fraction studies. The GID technique essentially eliminates 
diffuse scattering from the bulk material below the surface 
by restricting the incident angle a (see Fig. 1) to be smaller 
than the critical angle, <Pc = QcA /417', for total external re
flection. Under this condition the incident wave only pene
trates into the bulk evanescently with an exponential charac-

teristiclength -A /417'~<p~ - <p2 which is of the order of 50 A 
when <P<<Pc. The fact that diffuse scattering from this thin 
layer is not significantly larger than Bragg scattering from a 
single monolayer is what renders the GID technique practi
cal. 

The kinematics ofGID scattering from LM can be dis
cussed in terms of diffraction from two dimensional crystals. 
An arbitrary two-dimensional Bravais lattice can be de
scribed by three parameters, e.g., two basis vector lengths, a I 
and a2 , and the angle between them, r, as shown in Fig. 6. If 
the lattice vectors are written as 

_ (a 2 cos r) 
3 2 - • , 

a2 sm r 
then the basis vectors ofthe reciprocal space lattice are given 
by 

b
2 

= 217' zxat = 217' (0). 
(zXat)'az ala2sinr a l 

Only the lowest order diffraction peaks could be ob
served; however, we will demonstrate that all ofthe observed 
positional order can be explained by assuming local triangu
lar packing corresponding to a rectangular Bravais lattice 
with a two molecule basis. This orthorhombic lattice satis
fies the condition that a2 cos r = a l 12. This means that 4 of 
the six nearest-neighbor bonds have length a2 • As a result, 
reciprocal lattice vectors of magnitude b l have a degeneracy 
of 4 and those of magnitude b2 have a degeneracy of 2. 

Although fluctuations make true long-range crystalline 
order impossible in two dimensions,59 quasi-long-range or
der, which is characterized by algebraic correlations, gives 
rise to a scattering intensity distribution in reciprocal space 
for which the distribution around the smallest wave vectors 
is only subtly different than that of a true two-dimensional 
crystal and it is convenient to discuss GID from a LM as 
though the system had true two-dimensional long-range or
der. 

F 

u 
• ~~Y 

• ~a, •• 

• • 

FIG. 6. Representation of the expected diffraction patterns for the three 
types of two-dimensional phases seen in this study. The projection of the 
molecular tilt onto the plane of the surface is shown on the left and the 
corresponding reciprocal space lattice on the right. The real and reciprocal 
space lattice parameters are shown. The shaded hexagon represents the 
plane of the long axes of the oblate ellipsoid described in the text and the 
darkened cylinders indicate the intersection of the oblate ellipsoid with the 
rods of scattering in reciprocal space. 

For a two-dimensional lattice of point objects, the theo
retical scattering intensity has infinite extent in the third 
(Qz) dimension, e.g., the structure factor of the lattice is a 
set of rods distributed on the two-dimensional reciprocallat
tice. The effect of the finite molecular size on the scattering 
distribution from an actual monolayer is to multiply the uni
form intensity along the rod by the molecular form factor 
which, in the kinematic approximation, is the square of the 
magnitude of the Fourier transform of the electron density 
of the individual molecule. Some features of the scattering 
distribution from such monolayers are relatively indepen
dent of the details of the electron distribution of an individ
ual molecule. For example, if the molecule is modeled as 
either a uniform rod of finite length, or a prolate ellipsoid, 
then the Fourier transform will be either a flat disk or an 
oblate ellipsoid. We will avoid questions of oscillations in the 
Fourier transform by assuming that the electron density 
does not have a hard edge, but dies off gradually, e.g., as a 
Gaussian. This oblate ellipsoid multiplies the array of rods. 
If the molecules in the film are oriented with their long axis 
normal to the x-y plane, then the ellipsoid will lie in the 
Qx - Qy plane in reciprocal space. The maximum intensity 
along each rod is predicted to be where the center of the 
ellipsoid intersects the rod, in this case at Qz = 0 (phase U in 
Fig. 6). However, if the molecules are tilted away from the 
surface normal, then the ellipsoid in reciprocal space will cut 
through the rods at an angle, moving the maximum intensity 
along the rods away from Qz = 0 in some cases. 
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In order to determine where the maximum intensity will 
be for a particular rod, we must know not only the tilt angle 
of the molecule from the surface normal, e, but also the azi
muthal direction of the tilt, if;, in relation to the surrounding 
lattice. In general the value of Qz for which the intensity is 
maximum along the rod is given by 

Q~ax = Q1 -(:~:~) tan e, (5) 

where if; is angle between the projection of the molecular tilt 
and the x axis. 

The only three phases observed in this study of C24 cor
respond to one untilted phase (e = 0), one tilted phase in 
which if; = 0, corresponding to the molecules tilting towards 
their nearest neighbor, and another in which if; = 1T/2, corre
sponding to the molecules tilting midway between neigh
bors. Figure 6 illustrates the location of the intensity maxima 
relative to the reciprocal lattice for the two tilted cases of 
interest. We will call the case in which if; = 0 the I phase and 
one with if; = 1T/2 the F phase in analogy to the smectic liq
uid crystal phases with the same in-plane structure.60 We see 
that in the I phase two peaks remain at Qz = 0 while two 
peaks move up to positive Qz and two move to a negative 
value. In the F phase all peaks move away from Qz = O. Of 
the three at positive Qz, two move to the same value of Qz 
and the third moves to a value of Qz that is twice as large. 
The situation is symmetrical at negative Qz. This gives us 
distinct signatures of the three phases: untilted, I, and F. 

The picture, in reciprocal space, for a two-dimensional 
powder can be constructed from the aforementioned pat
terns by simply rotating the entire reciprocal space around 
an axis perpendicular to the Qx - Qy plane and passing 
through the origin. This converts all peaks into rings, and 
removes the distinction between Qx and Qy making it conve
nient to speak of Ql . 

VI. X-RA Y RESULTS 

Figure 7, summarizing the results of diffraction mea
surements on the monolayer phases oftetracosanoic acid at 
T!:!! 20.5 ·C, is divided into five regions with different phys
ical properties. The isotherm in part (a) was taken simulta
neously with the diffraction measurements for one of the 
monolayers. Part (b) illustrates the variation of A x withAM 
for 6 different monolayers, where Ax is the area/molecule 
calculated from the observed diffraction peaks and A M is the 
area/molecule calculated from the amount of material de
posited in the monolayer. To account for systematic errors 
(Le., ± 0.5 A), the values of AM for different monolayers 
were shifted to ensure that their isotherms overlapped. The 
solid line, corresponding to A x = A M' shows what is expect
ed for a homogeneous film in which the total area AT is given 
by AT = NA M and illustrates the result that in only two of 
the five regions indicated on the isotherm is the film believed 
to be homogeneous. The scatter of the equilibrium points is 
due primarily to the result of small temperature differences 
for these six different monolayers. Although there is some 
slight temperature dependence to the pressure and to the 
range of area over which a particular phase persists, the se
quence of phases is unchanged over the measured tempera-
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FIG. 7. (a) A typical isotherm for tetracosanoic acid at ~20.5·C divided 
into numbered regions. (b) Unit cell area, Ax plotted vs deposited area per 
molecule AM' The filled circles represent the results for a fully relaxed mon
olayer, while the the results represented by unfilled squares were taken on a 
monolayer that was not fully relaxed, as described in the text. The solid line 
is the result to be expected for a microscopically homogeneous monolayer. 
(c) The same axes as Fig. (b) displayed over a larger region. 

ture range of 20-22 ·C whenever the waiting time between 
incremental changes in area was sufficiently long to allow 
the surface pressure 1T and the diffraction pattern to stabilize. 
In certain parts of the phase diagram, notably region 3, sta
ble diffraction patterns were only observed during the final 
stages of pressure relaxation. This sometimes required an 
order of magnitude longer than the time for the surface pres
sure to decay to 1/ e of its initial value following incremental 
compression. Very different results were obtained if the sur
face pressure was not allowed to stabilize completely. 

In principle, the functional form and width of the peaks 
give information about the type and extent of correlations 
that exist in real space. In practice, however, distinguishing 
an algebraic line shape from either a Lorentzian or a Gaus
sian shape relies on subtle features that are not supported by 
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the existing data (in particular, the statistics). As a result, 
since the data do not allow us to distinguish between the two 
line shapes, it was convenient to fit the peaks to a Gaussian 
line shape for which a linear background is added as an ap
proximation to the bulk scattering. Peak widths mentioned 
are Gaussian widths, and real-space correlation lengths are 
corrected for resolution effects and computed as 
«(J"~21n 2) - \ where (J" is the Gaussian width in reciprocal 
space. 

A. Region 1 

The only diffraction peaks seen throughout region 
were those corresponding to the I phase. Within this region 
the equilibration times for the surface pressure 1T were short, 
~ 30 s, and the peak positions were essentially independent 
of AM' Representative lattice parameters are displayed in 
Table I and typical peaks in Ql are shown in Fig. 8. The plots 
on the left of the figure display the peaks at the value of Qz 
where the peak intensity is greatest. The plots on the right 
show peak amplitude plotted vs Qz for typical peaks. The 
solid dots represent the measurements and the solid lines 
represent the fits. Theoretically, the Qz dependence of these 
peaks should yield information about the structure of the 
molecule in the surface normal direction. In practice, the 
statistics are too poor to allow detailed analysis. However, by 
modeling the molecule density as a simple square wave with 
thickness Lz we can fit the peaks in Qz to the form 

(
Sin(Qz L z /2»)2 

I( Qz ) 0:: Q
z
L

z
/2 . 

For all of the region 1 these fits give values of L z = 27 ± 2 A. 
This degree of accuracy is not sufficient to distinguish be
tween the values L z for the different phases; however, it does 
agree with the thickness that was extracted from the specu
lar reflectivity measurement for the low pressure portion of 
region 2 that will be discussed below. The area A x computed 
from the positions of the diffraction peaks is less than the 
deposited average area per molecule (see Fig. 7). This im
plies that the film is not homogeneous, and that there are 
empty regions or regions oflower density on the surface. The 
peaks are resolution limited, implying that the ordered phase 
consists of large crystalline (or hexatic) domains coexisting 
with some dilute, noncrystalline phase, possibly an ideal gas 
of impurities. A lower bound for the size of correlated re
gions, based on the resolution limit, is 240 A. 

In this region, the film appeared to be a coarse powder 
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FIG. 8. Typical peaks for all three phases are shown. The plots on the left 
are scans in Q, at the value of Qz for which the intensity is greatest. The 
plots on the right show the peak intensity of the Q, scan as a function of Qz. 
(a),(b) and (c),(d) iphase, (e),(f) and (g),(h) Fphase, and (i),(j) and 
(k),(l) theuntiltedor Uphase. 

since there were large fluctuations in intensity between the 
peaks seen at positive and negative \II, and also between dif
ferent films. We attempted to examine this in more detail by 
rotating the sample; however, it was not possible to rotate 
the trough without also causing slight tilts that led to flow in 
the liquid subphase. Changes in the monolayer accompany
ing even small rotations of the trough were not reversible. 
Nevertheless, we can estimate the size of the crystalline is
lands from the stochastic fluctuations of the peak intensity. 
Although we sometimes saw fluctuations at the level of 50% 
in intensity we will take a conservative value of 10%. As
suming Poisson statistics, this means the x-ray beam sam
pled at most 100 correlated regions. To calculate the mean 

TABLE I. Representative lattice parameters of the three phases. The parameters QI1 and Q21 are identical to 
the reciprocal lattice vectors b l and b2 discussed earlier. 

Phase QI1 Qlz Q21 Q,z a l a2 B if,hain 
I 

a:;hatn 
2 

(A-I) (A) (deg) (A) 

i 1.420 0.79 1.445 0 5.14 5.05 33 4.30 4.86 
U 1.517 0 1.655 0 4.94 4.53 0 4.94 4.53 
F 1.50 0.24 1.60 0.50 4.92 4.64 15 4.92 4.52 
F 1.494 0.28 1.578 0.54 4.95 4.689 19 4.95 4.50 
F 1.493 0.33 1.539 0.66 4.91 4.764 22.6 4.91 4.49 

± 0.005 ±0.05 ± 0.005 ±0.05 ±0.02 ± 0.Q2 ±2 ±0.O2 ±0.O2 
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number of ordered domains consider that the angular spread 
of the incident beam was Li<l> ::::;0.12°. Assuming that the ori
entations of the ordered domains were distributed isotropi
cally within the plane of the surface, and considering that for 
each I domain there are two equivalent peaks at Qz = 0, the 
total number of regions in the illuminated area was larger 
than the 100 correlated regions that were observed by a fac
tor of (1/2) (360%.12°), corresponding to 2 X 105 domains. 
SinceAx is not very much smaller than AM' for an illuminat
ed area of - 200 mm2 the dimension of an ordered domain is 
of the order of [200 mm2/ (2 X 105) ] 1/2 = 30 f1m. This is 
similar to domain sizes measured with fluorescence micros
copy in monolayers of lipids and other fatty acids.61 -63 

B. Region 2 

When A M decreases past approximately 23 
A 2/molecule the equilibration time of the monolayer rises 
dramatically from a few minutes to several hours. At the 
same area the pressure starts to deviate from the ideal gas 
behavior and over the next -2 A2/molecule 17' rises sharply. 
As shown in Figs. 9 and 10 this is accompanied by an equally 
dramatic change in the dependence of the peak positions, tilt 
angle, and peak widths on deposited area/molecule, AM' 
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FIG. 9. The top two plots show the positions of the peaks in the I phase as a 
function of area A; (a) the peak at nonzero Qz' (b) thepeakatQz =0. (c) 
The value of e as calculated from Eq. (5). (d) and (e) The values of the 
chain-packing lattice parameters as described in the text. Notice that they 
are unchanged throughout the phase. 

Notice that in region 1, both peak positions are unchanged 
within the error bars. However, as the film enters region 2 
the peaks begin to shift position linearly with the deposited 
area. The shift in Ql for the peak at positive Qz is larger than 
that for the peak at Qz = O. The slope of the linear region for 
the high Qz peak is - 0.043 ± 0.003 A - 3, while for the 
Qz = 0 peak the slope is - 0.010 ± 0.001 A - 3. This indi
cates that the lattice is compressed primarily, though not 
entirely, along the a 1 axis (the projected tilt direction for the 
I phase). 

This compression is accompanied by a change in the 
position of maximum intensity in Qz for the peak at Qz =f O. 
The position systematically decreases, implying a reduction 
of the tilt angle () [see Fig. 9 (c) ]. The value of () has been 
calculated by simply inverting Eq. (5) and substituting 
¢ = 0 for the I phase. The change in () can be simply related 
to the compression if we consider the packing of the hydro
carbon chains. In Fig. 9 we illustrate the distances a~~2 be
tween adjacent alkane chains in the plane that is normal to 
the chain axis. The chain packing distances for the I phase 
are given by 

a~h = a 1 cos (), 

a~h = [(a2 cos l' cos ()2 + (a2 sin 1')2] 112. 

These adjusted lattice parameters are constant throughout 
regions 1 and 2 suggesting that the lattice parameters are 
determined by the packing constraints of the hydrocarbon 
chains. In a manner similar to bulk hydrocarbon chains, the 
closest packing occurs when an "H atom from one molecule 
enters the depression between three H atoms in an adjacent 
molecule".64.65 Using this rule, only certain tilt angles are 
permitted for all-trans chains. For a monolayer of such 
chains with orthorhombic symmetry (as is appropriate 
here) Kitaigorodskii has tabulated these tilt angles as 34.5, 
31.5, 27, 19, and 0 deg.64 This is not to imply that other 
physical considerations may not determine the actual struc
ture or tilt angle, for example, bulk paraffins often exhibit 
rotator phases in which the molecules have partial or com
plete freedom to rotate about the chain axis thus overcoming 
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FIG. 10. Gaussian widths, UOa""i"'" of peaks in the I phase [i.e., half-widths 
at half-maxima are given by uOa""ian (21n 2) 112]. The open squares show 
the widths of the peak at nonzero Qz, the filled circles the peak at Qz = O. 
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FIG. II. Specular reflectivity as the beam is scanned across the sample sur
face. The plots marked (a), (b), and (c) were taken at incident angles of 
1.0',2.1', and 2.8', respectively, and show typical scans for regions 2 or 5 
where the film is uniform. The scans marked (d), (e), and (f) were taken at 
incident angles of 2.6', 3.0', and 3.5', respectively, in region 3, but are also 
typical for region 4. The scans are reproducible and not due to surface cur
vature, indicating an inhomogeneous film in these regions. The lines indi
cate the edges of the sample. 

the constraint of nesting the H atoms. Alternatively, Cai and 
Rice have used a density functional theory to show that 
monolayers of rigid cylinders (no effects due to nesting) will 
often prefer a tilted rather than an un tilted configuration and 
that there is a free energy minimum for a tilt angle of approx
imately 30 •. 66

,67 In either case, as the area/molecule is exter
nally varied under conditions that force the tilt angle to de
viate from an energetically optimum value, it is likely that 
the accompanying rise in free energy of the monolayer will 
destabilize the I structure. 

Furthermore, we might expect the correlations of the 
two-dimensional order to suffer because of this additional 
"strain" free energy. In fact, as the monolayer is progressive
ly compressed into region 2, the widths of the peaks broaden 
significantly (see Fig. 10) indicating a reduction in the in
plane correlations from ;>240 A. at large areas, to a value of 
190 A.. Note that for A > 23 A. 2 both peaks representing the I 
phase are resolution limited, but the Qz > 0 peak widths are 
larger than the Qz = 0 widths due to the change in the spec
trometer resolution as a function of Qz. In this region the 
plot of the unit cell area (Ax) vs deposited average area per 
molecule (AM) [Fig. 7(b)] is linear with a slope close to I, 
implying that the monolayer is homogeneous. 

Finally, Figs. II (a)-II (c) illustrate specular reflectiv
ity for three different incident angles a as a function of the 
position of a narrow x-ray beam (~3 mm footprint) along 
the length of the sample. The fact that the reflectivity is es
sentially independent of position for approximately 90 mm, 
corresponding to approximately the length of the subsurface 
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FIG. 12. (a) Reflectivity at three different areas within region 2. The filled 
circles are x-ray data and the lines represent fits to Eq. (4). (b) The inset 
shows where on the isotherm the three sets of data were taken, (a) 8.2 
dyn/cm, (b) 5.2 dyn/cm, and (c) 4.5 dyn/cm. 

quartz flat, supports the contention that the LM is homoge
neous. Figure 12 shows reflectivity data at three different 
surface pressures within region 2. The solid lines through the 
data represent fits to the model described by Eq. (4). The 
values and uncertainties in the model parameters for the 
data sets are given in Table II. We can notice some interest
ing results. The thickness of the tail region, which is closely 
related to the parameter L, increases monotonically with 1T. 

Assuming that the chains are rigid, this isjust what is expect
ed from the previous analysis of the tilt angle e extracted 
from the diffraction data. The values of e in Table II are 
taken from the analysis of the diffraction data and the molec
ular length is simply calculated as L /cos e. Ifwe make the 
simplifying assumption that the length of the C-O bonds in 
the head group are the same as all ofthe C-C bonds then the 
repeat distance along the alkane chain is given by 
2 X (32/25) = 2.56 A which is equal to typical published 
values.68 

The result for the width of the tail/vapor interface 0'1 is 
in good agreement with the value expected for a roughness 
due to thermally excited capillary waves at such an interface. 
The value expected for a pure water surface is 2.69 A (Ref. 
25) with the particular spectrometer configuration used. 

This value should scale, however, as 1/!y, where r is the 
surface tension. Therefore the value of 0'1 expected from ca
pillary wave considerations should range from 2.78 A. at 
1T = 4.5 dyn/cm to 2.86 A at 1T = 8.2 dyn/cm. The measured 
value is within 0.2 A. in all cases, although the trend towards 
decreasing roughness with increasing surface pressure is the 
opposite of what one would expect if 0'1 was due to only 
thermal capillary waves. This could be due to a number of 
different effects such as if, for example, the increase in sur-
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TABLE II. Fitted parameters for reflectivity data. The tilt angle () is taken from the diffraction analysis and the molecular length, Lmol is simply calculated 
from Lmol = L /cos (J. 

TT A, 0', L 
(dyn/cm) (A) 

4.5 0.986 ± 0.005 2.95 ± 0.026 27.01 ±0.12 
5.2 0.986 ± 0.005 2.84 ± 0.024 27.34 ± 0.11 
8.2 0.995 ± .004 2.78 ± 0.019 28.64 ± 0.10 

face pressure caused a reduction in the number of gauche 
bonds in the alkane chains, or if the increase in surface den
sity imparted some shear elasticity to the monolayer. 

The electron density in the tail region is very close to 
that of water, only 1 %-2% less, and comparable to values 
measured for crystalline alkanes.68 From the values for the 
parameter A2 and the areas Ax one can extract a value for the 
excess number of electrons in the head group region, i.e., the 
number of electrons in the head group that contribute to an 
electron density larger than that of the surrounding tail 
group and water. For the three data sets described in Table II 
there are an average of 6.6 ± 0.5 electrons per head group 
which corresponds weB with the expected 7 electrons per 
head group.69 

To summarize, we interpret region 2 as a homogeneous 
crystalline powder in which the molecules systematically tilt 
towards the surface normal and move closer together as the 
density is reduced. M The total compression of the lattice is 
about 3% of the lattice constant and we believe that the local 
stresses associated with this strain is the origin of an instabil
ity that gives rise to the transition from region 2 to region 3. 

C. Region 3 

At areas AM' slightly smaller that that of the "knee': in 
the isotherm but still in Region 2 (approximately 21.5 A), 
diffraction peaks associated with an Fphase were sometimes 
observed in coexistence with the I phase peaks. The Qz de
pendence of the peaks in the F phase are shown in Figs. 8 (f) 
and 8 (h). Near to the boundary between regions 2 and 3 the 
intensities of the diffraction peaks of both the I and Fphases 
were often small and sometimes only the peak at smaller Ql 
was visible for each phase. At other times, all four peaks 
could be seen and, for a small range of density at the bound
ary between regions 2 and 3, when observed the peaks were 
stable over periods of at least 6 h. The coexistence was seen 
over a very narrow region in area/molecule, usually .;;;;0.2 
A 2 /molecule. As will be discussed, F phases also appear oc
casionally at the boundaries between regions 3, 4, and 5. 

Upon further compression, following waiting periods 
that were often in excess of2-3 h, the monolayer relaxed into 
the stable, and what we believe to be the equilibrium, untilt
ed (U) phase. This relaxation proceeded via untilting of 
molecules that were originally in the F phase. For several 
monolayers, at afixed area, we were able to follow as a func
tion of time the movement of the diffraction peaks from 
those for the F phase to those for the U phase. In this sense 
the F phase is the precursor to the U phase and, as men
tioned, is present whenever the U phase is appearing or dis-

A2 0'2 (J Lmol 

(A) (deg) (A) 

0.924 ± 0.051 3.16 ± 0.13 31.5 ± 2 31.7±0.8 
0.946 ± 0.048 3.1 ±0.12 30.0 ± 2 31.5 ± 0.6 
0.88 ±0.04 3.38 ± 0.11 27.0 ± 2 32.1 ± 0.7 

appearing. In further support of this mechanism, Table I 
shows that the F phase interchain lattice constants, a~\, in 
the plane normal to the chain axis, are independent of tilt 
angle e and equal to the corresponding values in the U phase, 
suggesting that chain packing is identical in the two phases. 
Since a l is perpendicular to the direction of tilt, a~h is simply 
equal to a l . The distance a~h for the Fphase is given by the 
expression 

a~h = [(a2 sin y cos e)2 + (a2 cos y)2] 1/2. 

Relaxation into the U phase can take as long as 6 h. 
During this relaxation, 11' relaxed to very close to its final 
value after 30 min. However, within the next few hours it 
was usually observed to relax by an additional 6.11'::::;0.1 
dyn/cm. Occasionally, even after this relaxation an Fphase 
would remain in coexistence with a U phase. In that circum
stance, an additional incremental compression was required 
for the Fphase to disappear, leaving only peaks due to the U 
phase. If the waiting period between incremental compres
sions was shorter than that required for full relaxation, or if 
the monolayer was continuously compressed from a low 
density, the peaks corresponding to the until ted phase were 
not seen at all and the entire region 3 looked like a coexis
tence of I and F phases. This is demonstrated by the differ
ence between the filled circles (equilibrium) and the unfilled 
squares (nonequilibrium) in Fig. 7. 

Once completely in the untilted phase the film was very 
stable and the lattice constants remain unchanged as AM 
varied throughout the entire region. Representative lattice 
parameters for this phase are listed in Table I. The Qz de
pendence of the peaks in the until ted phase are shown in 
Figs. 8 (j) and 8 (1). The unit cell area is small, in fact it 
corresponds well to that of crystalline bulk hydrocarbon lat
tices with untilted chains.68 In this region the film cannot be 
homogeneous since the unit cell area Ax is smaller than the 
deposited area per molecule AM' It follows that the observed 
domains of untilted phase crystallites must coexist with 
areas of a less dense phase that is not observed by diffraction. 
Since this less dense phase has no diffraction signature, it is 
probably amorphous. 

Additional diffuse scattering is to be expected from the 
amorphous fractions of the surface monolayer; however, in 
view of the relatively large amount of diffuse scattering from 
the water below the monolayer it is difficult to detect and 
none was observed. We have measured diffuse scattering 
from the monolayer in excess of that measured from the pure 
water surface, but this was not studied systematically. 

Further evidence to support the idea of an inhomogen-
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eous film was provided by comparing the x-ray reflectivity 
from different positions on the surface of the trough. As can 
be seen in Figs. 11 (d)-II (f). in contrast to similar data from 
region 2, the reflected intensity varies by as much as 30% 
when the small x-ray beam (-3 mm footprint) moves 
across the sample. Because the angular spread of the reflect
ed beam was identical to that of the direct beam, and the 
position of the reflected beam was independent of position 
on the surface we do not believe this variation was an artifact 
due to, for example, sample curvature. 

As we suggested previously, compression of the mono
layer area in the I phase has the effect of forcing the mole
cules to occupy an area that is smaller than the one favored 
for optimum interchain packing. It appears as though the 
interplay between the F and U phases is a further manifesta
tion of the manner in which the monolayer responds to this 
strain. First, when the F and U phases are seen together, the 
Fphase can have a range of tilt angles from 14°_23°. Second, 
the Fphase peaks are broadened considerably in both Qz and 
Ql' suggesting that in the same sample there are a range of 
different tilt angles as well as in-plane correlation lengths of 
only 140 A.. When the monolayer relaxes into the U phase 
the diffraction peaks are resolution limited with a lower limit 
to the in-plane correlation length of 240 A.. These observa
tions imply that the F phase is a very strained phase which 
relaxes to the U phase. 

We do not believe that the formation of the F phase is 
due to anisotropic compression of the monolayer by the 
trough. If this were the case, then we would expect that part 
of the film would not be converted to the Fphase and would 
remain in the I phase throughout region 3, in contradiction 
with our observations. 

To summarize, we interpret the relaxed version of re
gion 3 as coexistence between positionally ordered domains 
of the high density until ted U phase and a lower density 
disordered phase. Although it appears as though this coexis
tence is stable over periods in excess of 10-15 h, its micro
scopic origin is a matter of speculation. 

D. Region 4 

The boundary between regions 3 and 4, at approximate
ly 20 A.2/molecule is indicated by the reentrant appearance 
of the I phase following an incremental compression. Al
though the diffraction peaks associated with the I phase are 
clearly the dominant features, they occasionally appear in 
coexistence with those of the Fphase. This is reminiscent of 
the coexistence observed on the boundary between regions 2 
and 3. The lattice constants of the reentrant I are the same as 
at the end of region 2, i.e., the most compressed I phase. This 
very surprising phase sequence was repeatable and reversible 
(Fig. 13), i.e., upon expansion of the film the reentrant I 
phase disappeared and the untilted phase reappeared. In ad
dition, although there was a small hysteresis in the area AM 
(aA M <0.5 A.2

), as a function of surface pressure the U_I 
transition is quantitatively reversible (see Fig. 13). We sus
pect that the hysteresis in area is an experimental artifact due 
to pinning of the water meniscus along the edges of the 
trough or barrier. This reversibility in surface pressure lends 
credence to the argument that this is an equilibrium phase 

~ (0) 
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t: 
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1.45 1.55 1.45 1.55 1.45 1.55 1.45 

Q
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0,-1) 
1.55 1.45 1.55 

FIG. 13. A sequence showing only the lowest Q, peaks as the film is com
pressed from the untilted U phase to the [phase and then expanded. The 
sequence goes left to right. Panel (a) shows the until ted phase, while the 
nexttwo (b) and (c) show coexistence between the untilted and reentrant [. 
Panel (d) shows a pure re-entrant [phase. Panels (a)-(d) were on com
pression. After re-expanding the film the until ted phase came back as shown 
in panel (e). The surface pressures 1T for the panels are: (a) 5.90, (b) 6.12, 
(c) 6.15, (d) 6.33, and (e) 6.06 dyn/cm. 

sequence and not an artifact due to, e.g., lost material. 
The lattice constants throughout region 4 are constant, 

but since the unit cell area is larger than the deposited areal 
molecule the film in this region must still be inhomogeneous. 
This time, however, the noncrystalline coexisting phase 
must be more dense than the diffracting I phase. X-ray re
flectivity across the sample was again nonuniform in this 
region. 

E. Region 5 

The end of region 4, and the start of region 5 at approxi
mately 19 A. 2/molecuIe, is characterized by the reappear
ance of the untilted U phase. The transition region is similar 
to the transitions between regions 2 and 3, and between re
gions 3 and 4, in that the F phase is nearly always seen in 
coexistence. Full relaxation into the until ted phase often re
quires several hours. This region differs from region 3 in the 
fact that the unit cell area Ax is essentially identical to the 
deposited area per molecule A M as is expected for a homoge
neous film. Although not conclusive, all of the observations 
we have made, including the fact that the x-ray specular 
reflectivity is constant across the film surface, are consistent 
with the conclusion that the monolayer in this region, like 
that of region 2, is a homogeneous film. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

Regions 1 and 2 contain large domains with well devel
oped positional order which could be either crystalline or 
hexatic. In region 1 these ordered domains coexist with a 
dilute gas phase, which, in our case, probably contains a 
finite concentration of impurities that are insoluble in both 
the two-dimensional ordered phase and the liquid subphase. 
The impurities would then be responsible for the fact that 
d1TldA ¥=O during coexistence. Alternatively, it is conceiv
able that the finite d1TldA in region 1 results from electro
static, or other, repulsion between islands 70 whose maxi
mum dimension is determined by internal frustrations in the 
molecular packing. More experimental work is needed to 
distinguish between these possibilities. When the domains 
are brought together, which is somewhere near the boundary 
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between regions 1 and 2, further incremental compression 
forces the domains against one another and we believe that 
the increased times that are required for 1T to stabilize are due 
to the relaxation of either grain boundaries or other internal 
structural defects. Eventually, when the area/molecule AM 
on the surface becomes equal to the unit cell area Ax the 
excess free area associated with the grain boundaries is re
duced to a negligible fraction and further compression de
creases Ax. 

The diffraction data in the low density region I is consis
tent with a structure in which the alkane chains are packed 
with a tilt angle of approximately 32°_34°. We assume that 
this is the configuration favored by the microscopic interac
tions of the alkane chains under the relatively weak con
straints that exist at low density. After the free space between 
the domains becomes negligible there is a small range of in
cremental compression (region 2) during which the surface 
pressure increases, the azimuthal tilt direction of the mole
cules remains unchanged and the tilt angle of the tail groups 
decreases. This happens in such a way that the parameters 
that describe the packing of the alkane chains, in a plane that 
is normal to their long axis, remain constant. If we assume 
that the ends ofthe chains are fixed at the water interface, the 
geometry of changing the chain tilt angle necessitates some 
relative sliding of adjacent chains over one another. The to
tal "slide" along the chain length as () changes from 34°, in 
the low density phase, to 27°, when the phase eventually col
lapses at the boundary between regions 2 and 3 is of the order 
of 0.5 A. We hypothesize that the strain energy associated 
with this displacement must be enough to raise the chemical 
potential of the homogeneous I phase enough so that some 
sort of inhomogeneous phase is more stable. 

Although we can observe only the ordered fraction of 
the monolayer in regions 3 and 4, it is clear that both regions 
are inhomogeneous, and in both cases, only one of the two 
existing phases is ordered enough to diffract x-rays. This 
part of the isotherm has typically been considered as a coex
istence region between two phases and, although it is brack
eted by regions 2 and 5, which we believe to be homogeneous 
I and U phases, respectively, it is not clear that it should be 
regarded as a region of simple coexistence between two 
phases which are in thermodynamic equilibrium. In fact, 
according to the usual lever rule of coexistence, the ordered 
phases that we observe by diffraction should be in the minor
ity in the regions in which we see them. In addition, if this 
were a simple coexistence such as that observed by Barton et 
al. for monolayers of a partially fluorinated fatty acid 
(C IO F 21 CH2 COOH) one would expect that the relative in
tensities of the diffraction peaks from the two types of phases 
would vary across the coexistence region in a continuous 
manner in accordance with the lever rule.23 This is not what 
is observed, since in both regions 3 and 4 the intensities of the 
respective U and I phase peaks are essentially constant. One 
possibility is that in regions 3 and 4 there is some kind of 
coexistence, between a well ordered minority phase and a 
highly strained, and thus disordered, majority phase; the lat
ter being so highly strained that its diffraction signal is unob
servable. We suspect that this might be rationalized in terms 
of some kind of internal frustration that places a limit on the 

size of correlated domains; however, we have not formulated 
a satisfactory model. 

There are several possible candidates for the source of 
the frustration. One possibility is a basic incommensurabil
ity between the optimum packing of the alkane chains and 
that of the molecular head groups at the water surface.71

-
73 

The mean free area per chain is a function of the tilt angle 
and, as we have seen, compression causes this to change from 
some optimum value at low densities and pressures. Safran 
and others have produced a quantitative argument in which 
frustration associated with the tilt degree of freedom leads to 
domains of finite size.71

-
73 Also, we know that at low density 

the surface contains approximately 0.5% impurities and 
some fraction of these could be incorporated into the ordered 
parts of the film. These could be responsible for disturbances 
in the local packing and Nelson and co-workers have shown 
that the presence of quenched random impurities in a two
dimensional system can lead to reentrant behavior.74

•
7s We 

believe that the level of impurities in our system is compara
ble to or better than that in other x-ray studies of Langmuir 
mono layers and, therefore, under the appropriate conditions 
of relaxation, effects similar to those we have demonstrated 
should appear in other systems. 

In some respects the effects reported here in which in
creased surface pressure induces a phase transition from the 
crystalline I phase (region 2) to region 3, in which an unseen 
amorphous phase coexists with the U phase is similar to 
pressure induced amorphization that has recently been ob
served in three-dimensional systems. For example, following 
the seminal discovery that high pressures can cause the 
amorphization of crystalline Hz 0 ice76 a number of invest i
gators have observed pressure induced amorphization in 
crystalline silica.77

-
79 Recent studies have shown this amor

phization to be reversible. 80.81 Although this phenomenon 
has not previously been observed in Langmuir monolayers 
we are not aware of any earlier experiments which studied 
phase sequences in relaxed monolayers similar to those re
ported here. Obviously, more experimental studies are need
ed, both to investigate the equilibrium behavior in the pla
teau region of other molecular systems and to establish the 
underlying mechanism which stabilizes the phase sequence 
we have described. 
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